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ABOUT 100 STRONG-ARMED, HUSKY-BACKED, GRIMJAWED, BIG-NECKED, PERSEVERING ''NUT PICKERS."
STEADY, EXCITING EMPLOYMENT DURING MARCH. GOOD PAY (MAYBE .! ). MUST
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION _ GIVEN TO
BE BRAVE AS WELL AS EXPERIENCED.
ACORN PICKERS BARRED. YOUR
APPLICATIONS FROM COCOANUT SPECIALISTS.
JOB WILL BE TO DEFEND THE "NUTTY CONTRIBUTORS" WHO WILL BREAK INTO
PRINT IN . OUR "NUTTY NUMBER" (MARCH ISSUE) AND KEEP .THEM FROM BEING
LOCKED UP AS INCURABLES IN THE INSANE ASYLUM. SOME OF THE CHIEF
OFFENDERS ARE: ELMER WEESE, FLEMON SELL~RS, PAUL JOHNSON, WILLIAM
WARD, WILLIAM LITKE AND EDWARD RIFE. WE AGREE TO PAY YOUR FUNERAL
EXPENSES, IF THE WORST COMES TO THE WORST. APPLY AT CELL 23, DIPPY
BUILDING, NUT STREET, BELOIT, WISCONSIN.
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NUTTY NUMBER

PRIZES

Every Prize as Nutty as . the Nut Who Wins It.

EDWARD EDSON'S
Nuttiest Story
Next Nuttiest
Nuttiest Poem
Nuttiest Ad
Special

PRIZES:
Fri ze 1.
Prize 2.
Prize 3.
Prize 4.
Prize 5·.

1879

TREVOR'S PRIZES:
Nuttiest Story Prize
Prize
Nuttiest Poem
Prize
Special
Prize
Special
Special
Prize

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Amelia Jyrasticutus is Prize No.l. Recently Amelia
got cross and broke her gold tooth trying to bite
off the arm of her trainer, but we trust she won't
try this again. Lizzie and Della Jyrasticutus are
the next two prizes. Della plays beautifully on
Favorite tune, ''The Old Oaken
the Jew's-harp.
Bucket." Then comes Cora, who recites "Curfew
Shall Not Ring To-night" in three dead languages.
Then Minnie, Gladys, Margaret, Jessie, Gwendolyn
and Luciele. Luciele is a beautiful singer. Likes
sad songs, like "When the Moon Shines Over the Cow
Shed." Fellow Nuts, here's your chance to win a
JYRASTICUTUS and start a menagerie.
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THE 'WILD .AND WOOLLY . WEST
SHORTY SLADE CAPTURES A BOLD, BAD RUSTLER.
.
As Told By GEORGE W. COOK.
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HE faJl roundup had been going on for a looked like or where he come from. Some said
week. There was a "bite" to the late- he. always wore a bl ack mask, so even his own
eveni ng and early-morning air.
Leaves, men wouldn't learn who he was. But there was
browned by th9 touch of frost, fluttered · no mystery about t he dirty work he was en>fronr ·: -~·q~g_g,~~ .~~ks _-1.0nr ~:: the pines .tl1_a t 1: g_agefLJ.n. T·be ranchers ~ad a standi•n foroUer
dotted the hills the n9edles daily grew of a thousand dol l ars to the man who'd
darker. Winter was close at hand.
bring him .in, dead or alive.
The day's work done, the cowboys grouped
L was headed up t he canyon · and · had gone
themselves about the open fire, seemingly about ten· miles -when all of a - sudden ,I -run
absorbed in watching the moon · rise full and across tracks. -.. : Jumpin' off my .hose -: ! :inyellow over an eastern ridge. The strong, spected the tracks _ closely, a~~ made . up my
pungent odor of the branding iron still clung mind they was _-- less than twelve hours _pld.
to their clothing. They ~ere as · indifferent Then· I jumped -en my hoss again and started
to this, as to the bawling of the uneasy caJves of at a gallop, fcllowin ' the traii .I'd
in the corral, and the long- drawn howl of a picked up. I hadn't gone far when I got the
lone wolf in the canyon. to . the south. __________ __ _ feelin' _! __ was bein ' watched. You know how
"Tell us a ~tory, Shotty," · suggested a a feller can tell. 1 cou~dn't SEE anyone,
lanky fellow.
·. and _I -cou1dn~ t . HEAR anyone, but I was· purty
"Shore," responded another. "Tell us of certain that someone I couldn't see had his
the old frontier ~ays when th& ' country was eyes on me. I didn t stop and look around,
troubled with rustlers."
or in any way show tha.t I was of the opinion
"Wal,now, if you-all is• downright anxious that I was bein'. fo ll owed; but _yo1,.1- can bet
to hear one of my --punk s-toriee---" beg.a n your Sunday shirt I was on the lookout.
Shorty Slade with· a · drawl.
Here was an
It was about ten, judgin' from the - sun,
interesting character; ripened in the cus - arid get tin' purty hot. I was now in a strange
toms -of the west as it is to~day, and as it country. Sudden-like, I come upon ..a , open
was in an earlier, more-adventuresome per- place with hills al l around. Here I slowed
iod. On his face and arms were many scars, up. I wasn't anxious to go headlong into no
mute witnesses of perilous fights and hair- trap. From the looks cf the hills,the only
breadth escapes.
Shorty's stories were way into and out of the valley was along
always accepted in high interest, because the trail I was followin'.
the stories he told were true.
While. I rested in the saddle undecided,.
my boss give a startled snort and shot up
THE
STORY
his ears. He was quicker than me to hear
the approach of mounted hosses. Around ·a
_ .It was about ·fifteen . years ago and I was bend in the trail came five masked riders,
:~.t_vrnntY~:Qr. · ,s-0. .;1~..."?lh~ .: Q9 nw~Yc~ with a pric~..on-u g.str~..J .c-9:al-black mounts. As. a-they corne
his head for cattle rustlin' .,. held sway in toward me, the men t ook to pullin' on the
these .parts.
triggers of their guns, like they was
At the time I speak of, we was brandin' shoot.in' up __a _\own. -They did t~at,of _course,
the boss' whi~e herd. They was · pretty sons- to . take me by surpr is e and get me rattled.
o'-guns! The boss thought a sight of them i I didn ' t stop to grab my _gun> but whirled
~e was gettin' along · purty good, when one . my hoss .about and _ headed for a spot where
·mornin' ·they was ten gone from -the herd, . :the trees would help to shield m~ from
and we didn't lose no time suspectin' bullets.
. __
Conway and his band.
But I never reached them scrub trees. Just
Wal, we all ate breakfast in~ hurry and as I got whirled about,two more riders come
· saddled up and spread out. We each had a at me from the other direction. They, too,
gun; and the boss said we was to keep it was masked. I was n' t doubt in' .. _any·_that I
handy and make good use of- it in case we had come up on the mysterious Conway and
come up with Co~way.
his band. Things . was lookin' . purty ~ bad
There was a bit of myste-ry about this out- for me . .
la~, - Conway. No one seemed t6 know what he ·
The outlaws : spread out
(See _page 6.J
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LAYTONVI~LE, ·.-~ ·sniill·· village ·, nestles in of,:.the upper ravJne,carrying tlleir _b_i~ycles.
-a . J arge ., fertiJ.~ va_lfoy in the Rocky ~ On arri_vj ng _..at,. __, t~ . hard _stream bed, they
Mountains. Mount Jefferson is . only eight mounted their wheels
-·hi iariou·s ty i'd'
miles away. Good roads follow along the Ciarence~, ~abd idisappeared in~o the ~outh ~9f
sides . of thi~ mountain, · zigiagging here and the gteat dr~in :pipe.
~ ·
there to -·make the "grades .. as· alight as ··pos- ~ --Red ...and To.m_had b~_en : iz:1 the drain _but .
si ble. Trout abound i_r]'_ the swift.:..flowing ··· f.ew. seconds .! when a low, _
;qµp ~,~~wi.shing ·sound :.
streams~ ·~nd ~mall wild game is abundant; drew Clar~nce's attention ,. to a ~s~6f ·tufthjf -:· ·
So it i~ ; no wonder that a "bike h~k~" . into up the ravine. · . With a .:· gasp he obsery~d a
the mountains was a_ thing of _great joy to the wall of flood · water _. bearing .dowri ._upon pis
youni ~emb~rs of the Victo~i aicycie ··c1ub.
companions. Seeking to warn them,~e dash~d
It is Saturday mornini, and Cla~enc~ -Mor-· t~ -a .point _in :tbe road where the drain disgan,Red Harrison and ·To~ Bates are on th~t~ charged into the lower ravine . . . .
way to Mei.int . "J_ef'fer'son·: ·, ._. Tha· clouds hang- . . : Tbm and. ·Red were·. . not in sight. 'TA-· shi
low' wi'th .t he ·_p'ro~pec\;~·a of :a· 'd ownpour' but of- ·h or.rO'r- .s.tol.e_ ov,er . C:larence- at the "t""ho.ugh~- _::
the .'?-~YS were ···_ vnwil~ing:: t ·o ,· _1 e't this . i _n ter- that they ·had dismounted in the middle
fere with their . ".hike."
· ·· · ~-·-, ~ -· ;::.i, - ,. -the -t -uririe1.:. . ~.Then, a great stream of water
It w_a~ a good
of a 'ta:sk pedal fog _ th:e·-;.: gushed>.from· the - pipe ·; _!,..
;c,::-- . :
.
bicycles. -UP .:;the . '.sharper grades,- so ··abdu"t-·.: · A dead -~tree .. spanned ..· the-· . ravine .a. short
nine _.o'clock':,"the ' boys ~:to'p ped: to ·r'est ; near- ·• aist·ance f -:r::om .. the drain ~utlet . . _Almost i.n: . :.!
a lar~e storm ~ratn.
a flaah, · Clarence tumbled down the ravine
''Say, Red, I'lf.·r~de through thedrainpi'p~ : bank "irnd cJawed ~_-his .:. vray_. to -.a point o~
on my bike ~ f _. yoµ '.11 go wi"th me," dared Tom. vantage on . the -tree trunk. .H~ had . seen · T9m _
The storm drain was a large concrete pipe
·and -Red ·. struggling.:·in _. the :(.lood., and sought _· .
or tunnel, _abou_.-f :rJcrur ht~ndred ~e_et ~ong. to reach down and.· ·drag them ._ to .. sarety a~ .. .
Its function wa·s ~·t o carty away the mountain they:, were car.tied" ·-by - -: th_e.: _swi~~ing w~ter .._:·
flood waters, thereby pr~tecting the · farms ·-beneath~--the ' tr~e.
:-- . : ._ . .
in the valley .. The ·. ·drain ·had been in us·e,for
"Grab·-the tree •· and I' 11 help you up, _" he_
a number of years, and a deeP., steep-s-ided yelled-, as ·. Red· came -. w-i:t :h tn earshot·. · . .
:.
ravine had been· c:u-t out of the· mounta:i.ns-ide· · Following ·, these ··direc.t i9~s -,-Red ---iink·e'cf bis · .
by the flood wat.e rs.
1·e gs ·over ·. the ··tree . _trunk. _apd was lifte<;:i°froni. :Accepting. the challenge of his corripanion, _· the ·nood.- ~.- He · seemed . dazed and · ~~able · t _·o·.
Red replied:·.·
· ·· · remain on his:;: legs. ·:_:.,··. -- .. .
. , ._
"I'm on, .rom. _ -Lead the way."
·· ·
-· Clar.ence _. r was fr.:antiq .._ _He .could se,e Torn. .
Clarence ,mor:-e ~rudent _and les~ venturesome ciingi'ng t ·o a bush, .the roots .qf wh..~ ch nius_t. ~
t~an Tom and _R~d; declinid -~~o have a part soon give way.
:?ten :lorn would = .be _~we~i .
in ._the s_cherne. ~He ):>Ointed · ~o _· ·whe~e a black;· ·along by : the _··treacher~u·s· curre.nt ..-.
vapory -_bank of clouds blotted out ;. the ·
Keeping ~Tom in ,sight, Cl~~~p~e ~~nag~d to
mountain peak . . , ,
drag .Red :to a ..safe spot on tpe bank. ·.Whe·ri
, "You're . taki~g a big . risk; _ fellows·;· - It's deprived .of ,.assistancelRed c~l·l~psed. __There· ·
raining great ·guns furthe ·r _up the mountain. · was no: time for Clarence . t9" lea_rn if it w_e re
What -'s the µs ·~ - _-:.."
. ·, .. ·· .- .. a case of:.shattered-, ner.ves ·.or water-filled
"Shucks!" cried · T:¢m, · peering down at ~the - lungs ·; · · Tom . .. mus~;J)~·;· 9-r~-ggE:3d _ from _the :. n~od ·
bone-dry chann~ 1
the ravine . where · tt before Red could b';3. ,give@ . ._f.ur~l1er~. atte·n'f i
-disappeared .. in the . drain that passed ·under ·. ·,: Clar.erice-1 was hardly in position _on · "the ·
the IT)Oun:tain .· road. · ''Why, the.r e isn't a s"ign· · tr·ee· trunk before the bush that Tom. was ·
of water---"
clinging .to released it~ .grip _on t~e ~oil ..
.. "Whe.n it . co.m~s, i_t . comes with -· a rush," · Tom was .now :a victim of. t;he flood. But n~~ reminded G_larence.
._ ., _· ,
for -long ..- He f~ ll t ·..himse-lf d r:_agged from -~the
•''I'm not afraid," scoffed_ Tom.
curran~,but · came -to .his · senses fully, only
."Nor .me,'' put in Red. ·
when the ~water that burdened his lungs had
Un easy in ~o small measure! Clarenc·e watched· been disch~rged. To-day, Tom and Red ~re
his companions scramble down the steep side mindful ,of the debt they owe their chum.
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WHEN THE FOREST ·FLAMED
A Companion Story To A MOOSE HUNT IN MAINE
By ROBERT EARLE WYMAN
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UDDENLY... Di.ck .. Hamilton ·came to · · a· dead · · s·ought an early bed. Dick fixed the fire so
pause and . turned a serious, ~roubled that it would burn s t eadily but not intensely ·.
face on his camping companion, Ted Wain"If you happen to wake up during the .
wright. The two boys were deep in the heart night, toss on a few fresh sticks,'' he
of a Maine forest. · That morning they had instructed, stretching out full length on
left the camp with their guns in quest of the bed of soft spruce and fir tips. ·
small game.
It was no credi~ to their
As the boys slept, the darkness seemed to
scouting ability that they were utterly grow more intense.
The flickering fire,
confused as to which way to travel in order with its fantastic shadows, struggled to
to reach their camp, on the shore of drive back the pers i stent gloom. At times
Spencer Pond;
. ..
the coals glowed like · fiery eye·s---eyes
"Ted, we might as well face the facts--- that kept away prawling, four-footed night
we're lost," said Dick.
creatures.
Less familiar with the · ways,and sometimes
Then the southern horizon became tinged
dangers, of the forest, Ted did not appear with a reddish glow, as though a million
particularly concerned. To him it was an angry -campfires were lifting their fiery
interesting
experience. Lightly he re- arms into the sky.
A gray-black mist
sponded:
permeated the darkn~ss.
The night air
''Nothing to wofry about,ie there? · All we lost its freshness-----thickene d-----became
got to do is to keep . on going in wha.t we . suffp.cating~ . -- :. :. - ·
-- - - - - ·
believe to be the right. direction. We're
With a choking cough, Ted awakened. For
bound to come out somewhere---"
a JJJ0ment he was- unable to command his senses,
.
''N-o," differ·ed lHck seriousl~. ''We could so terrific was his alarm. Then he uttered
walk for days and . never get outside of a a shout and sprang to his feet. He took his
certain circle.
We better stop right her~ companion by the shoulder, shaking him
and make camp for the night." He let his vigorously.
glance wander through the tall pines to
"Wha---what--- '' gasped Di ck, leaping to
where the slanting rays . of the fast-sinking his feet, his face momentarily picturing
sun touched the ·western sky with a glory . bewilderment. Then,as he saw _the _consuming
of red and gold. He added: "I don't know glow in .the south, and ·rightly interpreted
how many miles we are from camp; it may it as a gigantic forest fire---that f~arful
be two or· three; it may be a dozen. We'll tragedy .of nature--he ·stiffened into action~
put in the night here. · · To-morrow we'll try
"Ted, it's a forest fire; and close, too,".
using the Indian smoke signals. Chet will he cried. "We' re in peri 1 of our lives."
be wondering why we don't return to camp.
"What shall we do?" gasped Ted.
He'll be on the lookout, . and ~ill signal
"It is coming this way. In a moment the
back if he sees our distress signal.''
air will be so laden with smoke we won't be
The boys set to _y,,ork and soon a fir-~_h_a~chJ=ld . able to breathe. - Quick! Let us start and
lean-to was completed. Then, by a friendly run before it. Our only chance is to find
brook, th~y constru~~ed ~sm~ll stone fjre- a body of water. ·''
place.
Whi_le Ted industriously cut and
Acting on Dick ' s words, the frightened ~.
carried fir tips for their bed,Dick kindled boys plunged into the - forest to .the north.
a fire and shortly their supper, one lone They ran side by side, to avoid the possipartridge,filled the air with an appetizing bility_ of ·· becoming se~arated · in the smoky
smell as, under Dick's skilled hands, it blackness.
brqiled on the thin,flat stone over the hot
The smoke thickened until the tortured ·
air became as a breath from a mighty furnace.
fire.
When the bird was browned to his fancy, The lurid light became crimson. A breeze
Dick lifted it from the fire, divi4ed it sprang up 1 touching the faces of the pantwith his knife, and placed the halves on ing boys, as they fled through the forest,
two birch-bark plates.
Good as the meal hurdling fallen tree trunks, low bushes and
was,it hardly sufficed the two hungry boys. rocks, often stumbling and tripping.
Tired from their long tramp, the boys
Now, bushes cracked to one side, then the
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other, hooves 61atter.ed over st6nes, birds brushing them aside and all but knocking
fluttered down ~frqm . the overhead blackness, them from their feei. Apparently . the bear
terrified arid · ·co.n fused, - the'ir cries comi~g did hot see them . . His s·rriall red eyes, shot
In the dis- wi t -h a .. look o·f tremendous, unrea'soning fear.,
at .~imes li_ke a shri 11 blast.
e at . voice . _were fixed .'straight ahead. His legs worked
gr.
his.•
.lowe~,
1
be.
ta.nee a moo'se
It _seem~d to · th~ boys with · tbe .regularity and force of powerful
· touched with tear.
that . the e.nttre :~ anima~·; :, --lif:e: of the forest governed pistons. In a flash he had come
and was gone.
sought to escape from the flaming peril.
The "fire was now so close that it seemed
onward, not
Breathlessl-y'; :. ·1:,hey , pressed
lick at them with its hungry ,destructive
to
and
daring to falter ·~· Suddenly Ted tripped
There ~as ~ -- sharp ; cry of .pain: tongue, from the right and left as well as
fell.
Giant pine trees cringed bedarted. to .the assistance of his the rear.
Dick
When
.
_fore -- the~ furnace-like gusts of "air, only to
companion, Ted cried:
"It's my .ankle! It---twisted when I fell ::give . up· the _fight with -· a wretched shiver
Dry twigs became
Oh, Di-c·k:!' T ·: must have and burst · into flames.
on that rock.
them and
spra~-!)ed ·_i t•." .··.- -,
burning torches---hundreds
and
destructiqn
Dick's face was ·tense ~n.d_grim. That their ·_thousands·---spreading
· peril wa$. intensified ·· by this accident was wretchedness. These brands darted from the
in every way evident t .o him. Quickly he_. air:. to seat the faces and hands of .the flee- .
tore the hunting knife fr.om his belt and ing boys. Now their legs dragged. It seemed
leaping into i nearby thick~t procured a a hopeless fight. Then the earth seemed to
give away beneath them: They fell __ forward,
l _ight, stron·g sta:ff for .Ted's ·use.
"This wi~l ·help you," ·· he' pan.t ed, placing their hands ~striking th~ surf~~e of a pool.
the staff in Ted' a hand. , "Here; let me .,-.- "It's ·water!" cried Dick,his voice burstgive you a .lift." ·,· . .- ·' ,: .. .; .
ing with a gre_a t joy. ''Come on," he di- •
In anothef inst~nt · the :bo~s . were off, rec·t ·e d; wading into the water ·until it came
though now . .their pr~g~e-~·s , ·was slow and about his · neck. Close- :to the water's surface
la~ofed ~. · At . times Ted shrieked under the the air was free of smoke and heat. Gulping,
paln of his tortured ~ ~n~le, ( but resolutely Dick· drew in great breathe.
kept on . :: · ., ~. ·
Some t\vo hundred feet from shore they came
Momentarily the fire gained headway. The upon a partly submerged rock. Here they
dense smoke all but str~~gled them. Their rested, letting t1:1eir eyes turn back ~o where
eyes s·eem_?Q :_ at tacked by. a mi 11 ion piercing the flam~s hurtled on, ·to ~the very ~dge of
darts . . _Gr.eat ·· ~bea. s of . perspiration came the ·water; then : crouched - in' angr~ defeat
from '_bidden·-;w eHs and ran down their cheeks . . an4 ~died ~n spirals o~ - smoke. · Day came.
Like ·.· a new hope the golden orb lifted
The heat was -terrific.
"We' 11 never · make ··it", · wailed Tsd ·. .
itself ·above the eastern horizon, unhappy
''We must, i, , was · Dick' a grim reply. Then in its view ·of the damage that had been
he added with a glad cry: "Oh, Ted! Look!" wrought.
Looking across the pond, Dick observed on
Ted saw only the ·advanc_ing. flam.es, leaping
like some furious monster from tree to tree '. the distant shore a small cabin surrounded
He saw the .· consuming flame ._ pi llors, the up- by protecting pines. He rubbed his eyes,
lifted white-hot embers ,_the_.b lood-red glare, thinking they were playing tricks on him:
and above all, iri every ~revice of the air, · By this time Ted also was looking. He gave
a happy laugh and cried:
the stifling smoke blanket'. ·
"Why, Dick! It's our. camp."
But .. i t was to the fleeing forest creatures
''You ' re right," said Dick. A rueful 1-ight
that Dick pointed--a deer, closely followed
by a wildcat, then a bear, several porcu- tinged his face. Dick liked to feei · that
pines. As he pointed there came a gray flash he knew a great deal ~bout ~he forest. It
and a rabbit almost brushed their legs in disgusted him to think he had become lost
just around the pond that was in all reality ..
its forward flight . .
11
Don't you see, Ted? They're all running the dooryard of their camp.
"Well, I'm sure glad to be here," said
this way. With instinct to guide them they
are heading for water. There's safety no Ted. ''Let's hurry into camp and surprise
great distance ahead of us; I'm sure of it." Chet. I bet he's been worrying, thinking
With renewed strength and hope the boys the forest fire got us."
"It didn't miss us very far," said Dick.
A great bl~ck bear, runpressed forward.
ning .with unbelievable . speed, rushed by, thoughtfu]ly, feelin g of his singed hair.
-=··
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WILD AND . WOOLLY His hoss . .- was ·· nearby.
fan-shape and surrounded
Takin' a · · rope from : the
me. I saw I was trapped.
.s addle I swif_tly bound and
(Concluded f ·rom page 2.)
But I wasn't ready to give
gagged · the rustler and
up without a fight. I
dragged him out of s·ight among the
~
whipped out my six-shooter and kille·d·
* *.. boulders. . Then, coved n' ·my face with
one man. I'd have g·o t another, but just
then my boss reared up and pawed the air, · · * his mask I clambered· noisily dow:n the hill
to where the other masked men were. I d'idn't
then fell backwards. I jumped clean and run
for cover, my .bullets emptyin' two saddles know which one · wa~ Conway, but one f~ller
seemed to be - the · · leader : and gain' up · td
as I hippered along.
Then all of a sudden I saw three million him I took an · awful chance· and said:· ·· ·
''Say·, Con.way, I · don ' t ·: like the ~ay y~u-~11
stars and--Wal, I should . judge about three hours later is treatin' that cowpuncher one li~t1e· b1t.
The ·man glared at me for _a niom·e nt, then with
I come to. I was lyin' at the foot of a high
bluff,which had a funny way ·of goin' . around a · growl turned to two of the men and ·said:
"Go up there and fetch d~wn that cowand around in a circle when I squinted up
at it . .... I had .. a .· terrible pain in my head, puncher."·: · : · :.
! "watched the two .: men climb the hill '" and
and when I began . to feel •·••myself over to
to the ·spot· · where ··· they- had left .·me.
go
I
damaged,
or
miesin'
find what parts was
found a furrow over my left -ear, which was Pretty soon ·th~ men wefe· excitedly runfiin '
bleedin' and about the siz9 of a cannon-ball in and·. out among · the boulders. ·They was
track. I got th9 scar yet, Parda, and if lo.akin' for me·, and I kinda had to smi lEf as
I watched them. Then one or··the men bawle~
it was daylight I'd show you.
out:
sun,
the
at
I laid there awhile, blinkin'
· · ··
·"He' S _gone!"
and when I noticed it · had crossed the top
I saw Conway give a start. His neck · and
of the sky and was sinkin' ]ower and lower
in tbe west, I began to get all'-fired hungry ·. what·· I could see of his fa~~ got . ~hi te. - He
Raisin' cautiously,! looked over the · top of seemed to want to tremble, .and steadied
a flat boulder. They was .· lots ·· of these himself ortly with an ·effort~ Right . then
boulders all around me. I was kinda on a and there ·r knew that . the :· outlaw we thotight
little hill, and when I looked down . in the so brave was at heart a coward.
"If that feller's gone~ we're undone," he
hollow there was a fire, and the masked
rustlers was brandin' the boss' ten missing yelled. "Scatter,·· men, and · ·find him:-· If
cows. By this time my eyes was steady, - - you see · him, shoot to ·ki 11. '' ·
He lifted his mask to wipe .the sweat ' from
and lookin' sharp I made out the brand · X ·
his ·face · and in · a- flash ·· I ·knew him•.· Waittn'
Where had . I -seen that brand before?
ti 11 the men ·was · all ··seat tered lookin' for
Was it Conway's brand? It -was familiar · 8 ·
,·
to me . .But for . the life of me I couldn't - - me, I got a grip on my guns ·and says:
time."
this
you
got
-I·
Dalman,
John
''Wal,
·
it.
with
remember how I'd come in contact
I felt -for my gun, and wasn't surprised And : pef ore · -he .'knew what had happened r
to find it gone. As I wasn't ~ied,I figured snatched his gun from the holster.
He just turned a dirty · white and dropp~d
they was a guard not far off. I squinted
around and found him about twenty paces away. to his knees. Then I caught two bosses and
He was sittin'. with his back to a tree,kinda we mounted. He was willi~' enough to do as
noddin' his · head, like he was sleepy. He I said. I told him what to say when we come
had two guns . . But I didn't let that worry ~pon his men at the mouth of the pass; and
me none. I · had a scheme in mind ·~ and part I made plain ·-what'd -happen to . ·. him if he
· ···· ·-··
of that scheme was to get his guns .. away tried - any tr-~c-ks-;·· ·-··· ·· ··· - -·
·said:
he
pass
·th&
of
mouth
the
At
from him.
'~Keep a close watch, boys. · Don't admit
I crawled down the hillside -to where the
guard was tryin' to keep awake~- Soon I was no one to the p~ss till we get back."
When we arrived at the ranch,and the boss
right behind the tree. Bracin' myself I made
that the outlaw was none other than
learned
The
them!
a grab for the guns---and got
rustler turned and sprang to his feet. He a feller he had fired, I thought they'd be
didn't let out no yell, though, like he a lynchin'. But there wasn't. I got the
wanted to. He · started to yei1, but .when I thousand and the rustler went to jail. It
give him a squint into the muzzle of his guns, was months before I remembered I had seen
he right quick changed his mind about yell in'. the X-8 brand engraved on his watch.
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No one cared aboµt
r. ---.
--.--------~-.-,
I:\. TROU·B·LE.S·i.·JN DOUBLES _· . II · going to be·d,

CHAPTER S0:{TEEN

E thought · for a
W moment
the mother

lea·st i
of all the ·mother _
of
of the twine waa .. going I . f>:. SEQUEL Tq "THE ~-- ROSE-COLORED CAT''.
I the twins '. She· sat? ·
to faint, · which would .- d
,· AS FEATUR~D IN . THE AMERICAN. BOY ,; ..: , · .l 6n the : top ... _a-tap,.. have made an awful L--~..;.~
-.Edward Edson Lee . :.. _ _ _ _ _ _, J.eaning . . . atfai\rs't ··
mess of · things,. But
-_Nina, ... crying · orie ·
she didn't. Maybe .the s _ight ·_ ~.f P.a d.d ysquint.:. minute · and coaxing -Paddy the next . to let -~er
ing _along the shotgun barrel scared her so · out. She offered him a lot of money, but
she couldn't · .faint.
He ., certainl•y . looked· he didn't--hedge . an inch.
fierce -. . I. . guess ·Nina'~ . brot'l ier ~b~gan t 'o'
We Were : in hopes that - Paddy would. go to
realize t-hat . h~- was . takin-g. chances ·s tandi'ng sleep and give us a chance to slip hi h{m_,..
there -with the .shotg~~ - ii med :a t '. hf:s :· breast . .... but · hei-' didn '.t .. :·= He s_'1:.t .. there . in the·•·chair
He started to bac_k ·. ofr'~-- t~·warci." the':\ haI~s·~- .:never bl inking. an :·eye. . ·
--- .. - -- the · women ·..- still'.shieldi;g ·. u-i~ms"~iveJ ·- behin:d ·.- Scoop took Peg and -~~ ·to o·ne side. ·_ .: .-.
him. Every ti~e he. :t~ok -.. ,~ st~p -. b~ckwa.rd
"What are we going to do?" says he.
Paddy took a .· step ..· forwa :i'd •;· Wheri 'we we'r·e~ "I guess we '11 do exactly what·Paddy yvante
well up- -the. :atairs.-, he -:. dr~~g-e d _a n a~rhchiir ·us to do," says I. · ._
to the foot . of the . -~~airs. and seated hi'm-'
"But we can't wait aro.und like this foraelf, pointing the shotgun ~n .-oifr direction. ··- ·e.v er," says he·. ·. :_,_"Good-night_!
Wi:th Red in
Mt·a.- · .Maloney hearq the .r'a cket ·. _ Realizing: .'·- trouble' we ought to do something to help
that· ·somethi-n g out.,, ofa ...the·_
. ordinary was :tak...;· · ·him.<·.· Cari:'..t : you .thi_nk o~ . something we cart
ing place, she made a supn·m~ ·effO:rt:,:to .:-,do, fellows?'' .· '->-. - -. ~-!.' :-.• ·.::_~ - - -disregard her ·,lame-_._ knee .and .limped ·lrfro..\he :· "Even if Paddy .wasn't- ·k eeping us -J:f·:hare
hall. · When -sh~ saw ~l1 ·the,·_· pe'opt~ I -thou~ht _at the ·-·po1 nt . of - a . shotgun, wfia f ..-c otild ·· we
she was going to · keel oy_e r. _,,.,_ .. !, . . , ·· '· · · · do?" says Peg. ''We don't know which way· to
''What the divil----!
Sure, is it :a sur;.. ' · turn---we --: haven't a _clue or .anything. It
prise party?" ~~ys . sh~ --~harplyi ,
look~ · to me as . . though we've got io wait ~
"Are you running this pl~ce?" says the here ti 11 Old Doc show_s u·p in the morning.
man . , stepping-. up to . her,._. .
_
-.·
There' 11 ta something doing .:. when- he ·comes·
i•!It looks.: to :me like
it,',a
'runnfri'
·nseli
"
stepping in here and finds
these people ·. II
~
~
~
says she angrily.
Notwithstanding _ the seriousness of the
"We want to ; get . ·Q.Ut .,of l_ler.e ~~ : says the_man~ situation, · Scoop gave a .grin. .
_
'!Suppose ~you get out . the way you g·o t :in' II
"We certainly got a hous.ef-µi ·, all right'·;. ·"
says ,Mrs. Maloney spunk.p _y: . . . .
.
says he. ' "Old Doc' 11 sur·e h~ve a fit." :
"· ''Call off your.- guard . and . we will," says
"I'm thinking we'll be out of this place
the man, pointing down ,. {p . :where · Paddy ~a~ - before - very many ho~rs,~ says Peg grimly.
seated at the foot of the . s.tairs : .
''When Old Doc comes I !m .- going to tell hiIIl
. "Indeed I won·' t, ~·- says,.. Mi---~ •. 'Matbney, snap- the truth sabout the wax spots; and I'm go~ng
ping out · her w.o_rds:•. ,._"_! dorf'"t° ~riow w:ha t , you to c-all up. Dad, and you fe.llows better call
came here for:i . ·-b:ut, . I.-_ ,_-,}~_now· :that as long ·as up your--dads. We've got to get out of here.
you're. -here-. you·'-.:r.~ ·, going- to stay. We don't I've had enough."-__ .:..:. _
allow -people-,runni:n' in .. arid out, :of th.:i:s pl-~ ce
"It' 11 soon .J~e qaylight, .,· "s-a.ys' _·r ;·pointing
just as they please . . .M.,ayb~ ·yo\1 can _ge°l out out through .a _wi_IJqqww~ere a dini-·ligh~
when you '.ve .. been ,- fumegated ;but _·· th~t ; some:.: was beginning to ,s_how ,in the ·ea~t..· _ - ·thing ·for : the~doctor to .decide,~ ·
By ~~is time the mother of th~ -twin~ had
''But -· my babies---~' says. the mothe_r, hold- quieted down and __ was weeping f:30ftly on Nina's
ing out her hands imploringly to Mrs·.· Ma] oney; shoulder. Nina appea:r:-ed to be awfiilH1 tir·e d
''I have nothin' to do with your babies,''
and fagged out. But she w·a.s game·.- She · "Rept
says Mrs. Maloney.
patting the mother on the head, telling her _
"You must _let us go from here---I must that everything would come out all right.
find them,"'- says the mother.
"Maybe this trouble has been sent to me
"Sure I suppose you'd like to get out so as a punishment, Nina," says the mother.
that you can arrange to come back later with "I've been thinking of that."
the rest of your family and make it a real
"But you have done nothing to be punished
party," _ says Mrs. Maloney sarcastically. for," says Nina.
"Let you · out? Never!
And it's thinkin' I
"Oh, but I have, Nina! I've been terribly
am you' 11 all be better off if you go to bed." wicked. I can see it now. I've been selfish
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"You' 11 find a · restaurant right ··heside--· ··
and unreasonable. I . should have been more
patient ·with ·my husband, Nina. I should not the garage," says Scoop.
The floor creaked as the man -moved about.
have threatened · ·to · ~lvorce · ·him the first
"Better be quiet as yoµ can,~'.. says .. Scoop.
should
I
time we had a serious disagreement.
"What's the idea?"
h::1.ve teen more patient and less selfish·." ·
"On account of the lady just outside the
"B ut he has acted cruel, Missy, in trying
door. She's in trouble, I guess."
to get your babie!3 away from . ;y-ou. " .
"Who is she?"
.''He isn't cruel, Nina. I can. se _e now that
"She's from Chicago," says Scoop. "She's
know.
cross,I
·and
gruff
he loves them. He's
'
Bui he always was good to me in his way. I awfully pretty: I understand she's · here
didn't realize it at the time-~-somehow I in town looking for her twin babies---''
_"What?" _says the inan, cutting in. ·- ..
never fully -realized it till this minute."
"Didn't I .. tell .- you to be -quiet?" says
_
"There, · there, Missy," say's Niria.
"We mustn't disturb her.
sharply.
Scoop
the
says
·
·mietake,
"I've made ·a terrible
It's pretty sad.
night.
bad
a
in
put
She_
woman in a tired way. ·Her face was so wh.i te
She keeps talking about her husband and
and sad-looking _· I felt sorry · for her.
"But everything will come out all right, ca]ling for her .babies all the time."
The man_ was breathing hard.
Missy," says Nina. "We'll find the babies
''For heaven's sake!" says he. ''Say that
have
11
you'
Then
when we get out of here.
again, kid .. -.. I must be dreaming."
them to comfort you."
Scoop repeated what he had said. The man
"It waS" · a terrible mistake_~"· says the
mother. "But- it' a too late to rectify it seemed . to be in a daze. Then he began
shooting questions . at Scoop, his- -voice very' · .·.
now. Oh, it's too late!"
low and strained . . There was a grim, tragic
softly.
Nina
"Yes, it -' s too· late," says
look a.b out his eyes and mouth. When he asked
Scoop nudged · me.
"Maybe it is and maybe it ain't," says he. if he could have a look at the woman we knew
he was willing to make up, all right. That
"What do you mean?" says I.
A . feJ low always
"Maybe we can do her a good turn," says he. gave us a happy . feeling.
something that·
does
he·
when
way
that
feels
I.
·
·says
"How?''
r-·was
people.
other·
.
to
happin9ss
nwouldn't ·' it be a good turn if we could 1?rings
-idea ·
the
fix it so she'11 -·- not - ohly g~t · hei b~bies glad ~gw that Scoop . thought up
.of bringing the father and mother together. · ·.
back, but ·the · father · of· them, . ·as well?''
I can't think -up fine. schemes like- that as
"I reckon it would;" says I. ··
a.s Scoop.
easy
.
him.
with
up
make
to
enough
"She's wi 11 i ng
let a thoughtful look corn:e · into · his · ·
Scoop
You heard ·what she- said."
face ..
"Maybe he won'_t be so willin·g ," says. I.
"I don't know as I · ought .. to let you eee ·
''We'll make · him willing,'' says Sc'oop.
her," .says he slowly. ·He was acting it otit
"How you going to "do' it?" · says I.
"You jus-t·· come along and see·," says Sc9op. pretty good.
The man yva~ . f~a.rfully sober and---tense . .,,,r._ :·.
I gave Peg the :· sig_n a1 _·: and · vie folfowed
. Scoop down the ·· ·hall ·· -to ..roo'rn number ·fiv!i: - could -see his fat hands clasping and unrroor vie passed ·thr·o ugh clasping, as though he was all nervous ahd - .
Unlocking the :closet>
.
into room number ·-s i x. '· The fat man · was still excited inside.
"You must let me see this---this woman,"
sleeping. · Scoop .. ,, raised the window shade, .
he. "I--I have a very important- reason
says
letting the gray light of early morning
.. I
---I pan't tell you about it, -but it--me~ns
into the room. Then he shook the man.
a great deal to me. 11
"It's five o'clock,',. says he.
The man seemed ·· uncertain as to where he · "Well _, maybe---:-" . began Scoop thinking
was. He sat up and rubbed his eyes sleepily. · hard.
''Show me where she ·is."···
"What's the -·matter?'' says he with a yawn.
"If you' 11 pro_m ise .. not .t.o distur.b her---"
,, It's five · O'clock~" . says Scoop. "You
says _Scoop. · -·
asked us to call you at five."
"I promise," says the man, ,cutting in.
"Oh---much ~obliged," says the man. He got
"And you won't awaken her?"
vest.
·
his
for
reached
and
·
bed
the
up from
"No. I---I just want to ·see her. You
"What time does your garage open?" says he.
"About six-thirty," says Scoop. "You've boys are . too young to understand---"
"Anyway, you wait
''Maybe," says Scoop.
got lots of •t ·ime."
here. I'll see if the coast is clear."
"Can I get breakfast up town?"
(
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Peg and I waited in number six till Scoop
came back a few minutes later. Hie eyes
were shining, and we knew that in some way
or another he had succeeded in getting the
mother of the twins into room number five.
"It'll be all right," says he to the man.
"You can go in through this door. Now mind
and don't disturb her."
The man's lips were so white I wondered
if something was· paining · him inside. We
watched him go in through the door. Then
Scoop closed the door after him.
"It ain't right to listen in," says he.
"Let's go back to the hall."
He had the key of number six, so he unlocked the door and we went out into the
hall. The door of number five was closed.
But sometimes doors don't always hold back
sounds and we could hear the murmur of happy
voices. Scoop's scheme was working out fine.
Nina and her brother had no suspicion of
what was going on till the door of number
five opened and the fat man came into . the
hall. The mother of the twins was hanging
to his arm, dabbing at her . eyes with a
handkerchief. Nina sprang to her feet,
looking wild. S9 did her brother. . It was
an awful shock to ' both of ~hem. ;
''Oh,Nina! I'm so happy,'' says the mother.
"He still loves me--he has always loved me.
We have found ourselves. And we're going to
begin our lives all over again. We're going
to find our babies and go back home. And
we're going to live . down this awful experience,Nina. I'm going to behappyagain."
Then the mother took - Scoop by surprise
and gave him an .awfu] hugging. Poor Scoop!
He couldn't help himself a bit. He tried to
break away. It wasn't any use. The more he
wiggled the tighter she held him. She even
kissed him! I knew how miserable Scoop was.
She called him her little hero and said he
was a brave, good boy. Then she hugged him
some more. I was glad it wasn't me. When
she got through hugging and kissing him some
of the grease _ was on the end of her nose
that Scoop had on his face. It made her
look funny.
I think it was then we heard Paddy Gorbett
give an awful screech. And when we raced to
the head of the stairs, there he was point~
ing his shotgun at the big grandfathers
clock in the lower hall.
THE CLOCK WAS
MOVING! Not the door of the clock, but the
clock itself. It was sliding to ope side as
slick as you please. I didn'~ blame Paddy
for being scared out of his wits. When he
got a glimpse of something white behind the

S

clock he gave another six-cylinder screech
and dashed pellmell out of the pest house.
To this day he swears it was a ghost.
But it wasn't a ghost.
It waa Red. -And
the white thing that Paddy had seen was the
dress of one of the twin~.
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

E were down the stairs in two shak~s of
a lamb's tail. Gee, we were glad to see
Red alive! He isn't very pretty, but he's
awfully useful when it comes to having fun.
He's a good pal,Red is. If anything serious
had happened to him I don't know what we
would have ·done.
With a big grin on his freckled face he
told us ·.how he happened to stumble on to
the . cubby-hole back of the clock and had
thought what a lot of fun it would be to
hide in there and surprise us. Then he
dropped asleep.
We crowded around him and the mother of
the twins tried to hug him and the twins at
the same time. We were all feeling pretty
happy. Nina took a hand at hugging him,too. ·
· It's funny how a woman ~lways wants to hug
a kid when he does something that pleases
her. It was a cinch Red wasn't keen for the
hugging. But he had to stand for it.
The fat man was just as happy as the rest
o_f us. · He went around shaking hands with
~verybody, saying we were fine boys, and
complimentary things like that.
· But it was -fast getting daylight. And as
there was a possibility of Paddy returning
to the pest house with Old Doc, the father
and mother decided to play safe by heading
for Chicago · without further delay. We helped
them carry the twins to the big automobile.
Then they all piled in, the two men in the
front seat and the two women in the back
seat, holding the twins.
Gee! They had gotten us into a peck of
trouble---doubled our troubles for fair---but we did hate to see the little rascal~
go. They were wide awake.
As the car
backed out of the lane and headed down the
pike they yelled ]ike sixty, just as though
·they wanted to stay with us forever.
An hour later I was home. So we!e Scoop
and Red and Peg. Mother and Dad nearly had
a fit when they saw me; and when I told them
what had happened at the pest house, and
about the wax spots, Dad . sputter9d around
and said he didn't know which to do first-lock Old Doc up in the insane asylum or
ta·ke Irie to the basement and warm the seat
of my::.p~nts.
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There _was a lot of excitement · in town wAen ~arfare~ He's going to take us to shows,
the people heard · the story. The state he~l th and out to Lincoln Park to see the animals.
officer came to - T~tter and examined Miss - W~'r~~lanning on having the time of our
Gardner and Clarence -and went away laughing. lives.
And that -- isn't all; ~ If you ever come to
I guess by this time everybody in town was
r
laughing, with the exception of Old Doc. Tutt er in the · summertime you' 11 _find us
There wasn't anything the matter with Miss. fellows riding four of the classiest bicycle$
Gardner and Clarence -except some kind of an in the county. They cost the fat man a lot
of money, I guess.
But he says that in
- itch. It was contagious but not serious.
School opened -Wednesday and I was glad to blocking the detective's game of trying to
go back. It wasn~t so much fun skipping collect ten thousand dollars from him we
·had more than iarn~d them.
school, after all.
Just now Scoop and Red and _I are looking
·we - never heard what became of the deforward to Christmas. When Christmas-time tective. But we aren't anxious to have him
comes w~'re going to spend our vacation in return to Tutter---I'll say not!
THE
END.
Chicago. The fat . man is going to pay our
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·THE--. BU.SlNESS-- OF .WRITING
Ar_ti~l-~ Six: - HUMOR ... _ . .- ..-·
By The· Editor
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UMOR in story writing may readily be · ·torrent of laughter. If you like humorous
divided into two classes:
Subtle and fiction, and haven't read TOM SAWYER,please
H
"slap-stick''. By slap-stick humor I mean get the book at your library and schedule
the custard-pie-thro~ing kind. Subtle humor
is just · the opposite. The reason why Charlie
Chaplin enjoys t~e _reputation of being the
screeri's foremost comedi~n is due less to
his pie-throwing ability than . to th.o se
hundreds of _little things he does that sends
the audience into peals of laughter. Anyone
can .throw pies. As an exponent qf subtle
humor, Chaplin has no equal.
If you were to study the things he dties
to "get a laugh,'' it might amaze you_~o note
the simplicy of h_is acting. Yet many a.not her
so-called movie comedia."n · tears _do~1_n houses
and what not with no where near .the re.a ction
of .Chaplin's simple devices.
It is comparatively easy to write slapstick humor. The sad part is (sad to the
author!) no editor is ''in the market'' for
such stuff. If you doubt that, throw a few
custard pies on paper and try your luck.
Your manuscripts
will
come back with
amazing quickness.
Why? Because the trained editor knows
that anyone can throw pies. He's in search
of the writer who can produce subtle humor.
You don't find any pie throwing in Mark
The humor is in the
Twain's TOM SAWYER.
aut.h or 's viewpoint----that is, in the viewpoiI}t the author takes of a] l the situations.
What is more natural for a full-of-life boy
to forg9t his Sunday school lesson and attempt to "bluff" his way a]ong? Twain's
word picture of Torn doing thiE brings a

yourself for a treat . .
The moral is,don'-t be rough in your humor
---don ' t throw pies.
Strive to get the
humorist's vieipoint. Make your humor clean.
Humor-- isn't such if it pictures injury or
· distres_s_. ~-? ·--see· an old man slip on a banana
peeling isn't .ftinny. A short time ago a boy
sent me an Apiil-fool's story. The boy puts
shoe. blacking in his father's coffee. I
don't know what ; shoe blacking is made of,
but I .wouldn't want to run the risk of tak· ing .it into my stomach. Would you? Consider
· the- after _e ffects. If in the after effects
the-.victim_ becomes sick, or suffers injury or
-is di a graced o·r made unhappy, then your humor
isn't humo·r ~ . .
Cleverly used words and exclamation pointa
don't make written humor.
In such a manuscript the reader gets the impression that
the author is TRYING to be funny. The real
· humorist is funny without a visible effort.
Remember Paul Beatty's DAIRY in a recent
issue? There was no effort on the part of
the author to be funny, but the contrib WAS
funny.
Flemon Sellers' LYRE stories are
good because the humor lies in unusual surprises and in the tremendous conceit of the
self-confessed "hero."
One final thought:
Don't try to create
humor -through the extended use of misspelled
and "butchered" words-----changing "was" to
wuz and things like that.
Bad spelling
do~sn' t make a non-hum.o·rous story humorous.
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L--------- ----------- - A Greeting

Watch for the new Sport Department, a puzzle
section, and a section for---I'm not going
to tell you everything, though. OUR SECTION
is going to be .one of the most interesting
papers fo r boys in the whole world. Flemon
Sellers has written SOME contrib for the
NUTTY NUMBER. Oh, boy!

I

----------~----------J

(Prize Award)
By EXTON TALLEY, 118 E. 19th St.,·-------. ·--San Angelo, Texas.

Dear Partners:

Your full o' pep partner,
TREVOR TAYLOR.

Section.

',

An Unusual ' Weapon

February, 1922.
I surely wish ·r could send a personal
letter· to each one of you and tell you how
pleased I am to · be your representative -in
BOY PARTNERS.
Of course, that's out of the question, ao
I've decided to write this letter, trusting
that each one of you ~ill know just how I
feel.
OUR SECTION ia for us. Edward Edson gave
it to us for our contributions. I, as Trevor
Taylor, am merely YOUR representative. The
section will succeed or fail only as you
give your support. Do you get .that right?
The success of the . sectfon dep.e nds only on
YOUR EFFORTS. ·
The new features that are being started
this month are the first . of the many new
things that will greet you. Write and tell
me your likes and dislikes of the "Lone
Scout News", the "Log Book'' and .the "Amateur
Paper Review."
-1f you t _h ink they _can be ill!proved, or other
features added, put it -all dow~ _on paper.
You'll get full credit here - for all your
suggestions. And now for the grand finale.
(I'm making this letter short and snappy
and full o' pep.) I want you to think of
me as your pal and comrade. Of course, I
can't write to each of you, but always
remember the new slogan: "Remember the Log
Book." Every bit of material I receive,
from a joke to a . continued story, will be
mentioned there---at least I'll try.
And don't f~rget that I'm always thinking
up ways in which to aid you.

Send All Jokes, Poems and
Short A,ticles to This

--*--

ED was _driving for his .life. He realized
it clearly as he crouched over the
steering wheel,his whole being concentrated
upon keeping the racing Ford upright. Now
he swerved around a stunted mesquite; now
·went bumping over a series of prairie dog
h~les, and so on across the prairie. To the
boy at the wheel, the Ford seemed to .be
making a snail's pace, for the sound of the
maddened wolf pack behind seemed to get
louder and louder.
. ''Queeker ! Queeker ! " cried old Jose in the
back sea~, as . he hit at one of the wolves
that had gained a footing on the running
board.
The ·boy and the old Mexican had left town
that morning to car ry provisions to the
ranch, twenty miles away. That afternoon,
on their way back, they had kill9d a deer
in one of the ravines. - The scent of its
blood had attracted the wolf pack, five in
number. The carcass of the deer had been
thrown out, but still they followed. Two of
them had been killed early in the race, but
the old Mexican discovered too late that he
had only three bullets in hie gun.
After the third bullet had found it a mark,
Jose changed ends of the gun and began using
it as a club, while Red in the front seat
put on as much gas as he possibly could. On
they careened across the prairie, fast pursued by the remaining three of the pack,led
by a ferocious old fellow who threatened
the car at every leap.
Once he managed to get aboard, where ha
bit and scratched the Mexican badly before
he could be clubbed off. One of his followers tried the trick, but Jose cracked
his brain with a whack of the _gun, and he
fell by the track.
Another of the woJves . went the same way,
but this only seemed to urge the grizzled
old leader on to greater endeavor. Twice
he ga i ned a footing on the car, only to b~
dislodged. Then the Mexican losthisweapon.
As the car bounded over a large boulder~ it
gave such a lurch that he was forced to let
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OUR -SECTION

go of the gun and
Amateur Paper Review
grab hold of the car with both hands to
prevent being thrown out.
HE amateur papers of to-day are mighty
Undaunted, he tore . up the foot rail and
interesting . . They represent a large and
continued to beat off the wolf. But the foot
growing circle of readers. Each
constantly
would
rail followed the path of the gun. It
now appear that the man was left weaponless. day finds them branching out in new ways
Realizing his danger, his thoughts were and methods, and scope and breadth of edchiefly of the .boy in . the front seat. · He itorial policy.
This department will present each month .a
glanced around for soma ·kind of weapon· and
.account of the good things in th~
short
saw three milk bottles on the floor. It ·was
a fleeting hope, but he gathered them :up, . amateur paper field, and comment on their..
muttering something in his native tongue-.- - me~hods and plans.
If . you are an editor of an amateur ~ubliAiming at the wolf, he · threw the first
He · took better 'aim cation, you may want to have your paper re~
bottle---and missed!
with the second, and was overjoyed to see viewed in this section, as more than· A
the bottle turst as . it hit ~he wolf's head, thousand boys will read of you and your
work. In that event, send a copy monthly
the jagged point sinking into the brain·.
"Who would have thought of killing a ··wolf to Trevor Taylor.
THE CUB REPORTER has almost scored out of
with a milk bottle, said Red as he slowed
field of amateur papers. John D.Ackerthe
up the car.
11
Quien sabe (who knows)?" replied Jose man,. 1047 Ogden Ave. ·, New York City, is Edi torin-Chief and he proudly presents a series
with a shrug of his shoulders.
of articles concerning journalism written
by a professional author. Anybody interested ··
i
Bike
Christening
in newspapers and reporting shou] d subscribe.
I.
"A year for a quarter is the Cub Reporter." ·
(Prize Award)
THE AMERICAN ADVERTISER (ALSAP No. 10) is
By KENNETH STEELE,
still going strong. 5 cents the year is the
Northumberland, Penna.
.. subsc~iption price, and Edward Karl, Bo~
This paper
611, ·Belmar, · N;J., ·· is Edit.o r.
There were thr~e boys, Pete, John and Mike
c·ontta-ry --·~ ..-~
ads,
cont_~-ini3 a: whole lot more . th~~
Who saved their money to buy a bike.
= ._I .
-~.·· -•-. .
.
_·
·
name.
it's•
.
to
So each, one day, with ten dollars or more
THE YONAH CHIEF, AMBITIOUS YOUTH, AMERICAN
Bought a "w~_eel"" at _the second hand store.
YOUTH and HOME OCCUPATIONS were other publications received this month.
Said. Pete to John, after - riding a week:
11
"Let's christen our bikes down by the creek
Prize Winners ·
"I'm on," said John; and so did Mike,
And each boy went to christen his bike.
EXTON TALLEY won the Febru~ry best-story
His was the most unusual and the prize.
John took some· water from near his feet :
most interesting submitted.
And sprinkled a few drops on th9 seat . .
KENNETH STEELE won the best poem prize.
'' I christen ·t hee Washington," said he,
DARRELL V. MARTIN c*, All-Star President,
"Washington -who saved our country.''
won the prize for the best letter. Read · it
and realize why Darrell keeps adding new
Pete was rocking to and fro
laurels td' his· crown ..
As he slung the drops of H-2-0.
WALTER REICHE won the prize for the most
Then he said in a voice both low and grave:
humorous and original contrib. Subtle wit
'' I christen thee Lincoln, who freed the
seems to be Walter's forte, you'll see.
slave."
11
11
11
"NUTTY· NUMBER PRIZES
We 11 , said Mike , I am no 1 i a r , ''
On pa.ge ·one we :.- te 11 something·· about the -...
As he threw some water on the tire.
prizes for next month. Notice we have - a
"I christen thee Teddy Roosevelt, to-day,
short story··prize and a poem prize, also
The. roughest rider in the U.S.A."
three "specials.'' Maybe your unusual contri b wi 11 win one of the "specials.'' Let
· And that is how Pete and John and Mike,
your stuff come in early to Trevor Taylor.
Each patriotically christened his bike.
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Johnny at the Picnic
(Prize Award)
By WALTER REICHE, Naperville, Ill.

--*--

SECTION u

''What is your nationality, Segrid?" To which Segrid tossed
her flaxen braids and replied:
"I'm an American of Norwegian design."

Dude and ~Silas

EE, I sure had a fine time at the picnic
last week. I was up bright and early.
By GEORGE W. COOK, Albuquerque, N.M.
Ma put up a swell lunch while . I ate breakfast. Then Pa put on his white shirt and
UDE was visiting his country cousin, :..:
Silas. He had been raised in the city
cuffs and high collar a~d went out to hitch
up the horse and buggy . . Then while he was and was a bit selfish about some things.
doing that Ma got me cleaned up.
One day the boys were strolling aroun~
When we got to the picnic grounds we drove the farm. It was late in the fall and the
in by ·a lot of othe~ teams, and we got out leaves were ttirning brown;
of the buggy and Ma and I went over to the
"What do you say," suggested Sila.s, "that
pop stand while Pa went over to another whatever we find we divide equally between
place to try and win a cigar. M~ bought me us?"
''No," said Dude. . "I' 11 take _ the inside
a bottle of red pop~ and herself a glass of
lemonade. Bobby Crain was there,and pretty and you t~ke the outside." .
"That wouldn't be fair," argued Silas.
soon he came over by me, holding up a nice
"Then I' 11 go back,'' dee lared Dude.
new knife. I asked him where he got it and
"All right, then; have your own way,"
he said he won it at the knife stand. I
asked him how much it cost and he said you consented Silas, · and they · climb~d a rail
get three rings for five cents and you get fence into the pasture.
all you ring. So we went over to Pa, and I ·
When they reached the orchard- Silas plucked
asked him for a nickel to try it, but he · a huge peach and breaking it open gave Dude
wouldn't give it to me. Afterwards Eddie the seed and quickly devoured the luscious
._
O'Brien ·told me Pa: spent one dollar and fruit. Dude was very wroth. _.
"Next time I' 11 take the outside a·nd you
seventy-five cents and only won two cigars.
Then we ate lunch.
After lunch we ran can take the inside," said he.
"No,. let's _divide it even," begged :Si la:e.
races and I won a pocket comb. Ma said
''I' 11 take · the outside 1 -1' de·cl_~red Dude
goodness knows I needed it and she hoped
I'd use it real often, which wasn't likely. stubbornly. _
"All right," said Silas .. The last race was to be a blind pig race,
Soon they reac_h ed a grove of tal 1 eta te lY
and the fellow who caught the pig got· it
for keeps. Pa and some other men lined up, trees and paused to - rest in the shade. _ Sudand a man blindfolded them all, and then he denly Silas threw a atone intQ one of · the
blew a whistle and they a]l started chasing trees . and down came a large walnut. Breakthe pig. Pa was away ahead of them all and ing it _ope~, he · handed . Dude the . shell,
pretty soon he made a dive for the pig •and eating the meat himself.
Dude threw aside the shell in disgust ~ :·
caught it by a hind leg, and the pig and Pa
''Next time I' 11 · take the· edible part a'nd
started fighting to see who was the best
man, I guess, but Pa held on to the pig and you can take what's left," he exclaimed. · ~
They had not gone far when a rabbit sprang
at last he got it by both ears. The pig gave
up then and ~topped kic~ing and Pa got up. up in front of them and bounded away~ ·-Silas
Gosh! You ought to have seen him. He looked chased it into a -hollow log and caught it.
-as though he had just crawled out of a swamp. Quickly he killed · and skinned it laying
But it was worth while, you' bet, seeing as · the shin· in the sun to dry.
"At last," thought Dude, in high spirits,
how he won the pig.
I tell you my Pa is
''I've got the beat of the bargain."
pretty smart.
Silas built a fire and helped Dude cook
Her ·
the rabbit,but alas it was so old and tough
it could not be eaten.
By HERMAN GOTTLIEB, Bayonne, N.J . .
When Silas claimed the skin, Dude saw
--- * ---Little Segrid was a daughter of Norwegian himself again beaten by his own selfishness. ·
"I've learned a lesson, 11 he said. '·11 Here· parents who had come to America before she
aft~r what we find W9' 11 divide equally. 11
waa born. · One day the teacher inquired:
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. LBERT .Y.· W. Ingham, New Bruns.Vf.i .ck.,_N.J.,
·-- sends in ·a: ·· fine .. .. lette·~. :: ·Don't :_f_orget
what ·we ·s aid about writing, Vanny.
- - .... Erwin Lo9rke, ·J ~nesvi lle, Wis. , sure spread
himself on a d_andy let t_er. Be$ides ,.he sent
·some pictures of Eqward Edson's office. I
appreci~ted i.t, Erwin.
.. . .
· Clayton t. Pearce, Dc1:!1b~~y, . C_qnn ,: ,._. sent in
a· cartoon . . Piea.se · - send .me c\ st~~ped ad. d·r .£issed . enve:fop·e~~ ·c1aytor1~ -I -~an\ ..to_.offer
a· suggestion. . ...
''
..... ·-. .
Blaine . Dowers, Sullivan, Ill., . sent ~ in a
poem. ·. Ffn~, . Blaine; . ·send more.
Kenneth Steele, ~orthumberland, Penna.,
sent in a poem. pome again, Kenneth . .
Harry Rudzinski, Milwauke~, Wis. ,sends in
some good "gaga.~
He's -be~n successful in
getting 'em in his hig~ _school , paper, : and
I' 11 · bet the y,hole ~.c}~o_ol roar~d at the.m.
Fred ·Kosel-~and who doesn't know him?-surpri~ed us with a story, ~nd I hope he
does it a lot more times. How abou_t i .t ,.F red?
··. DeLeon Ifre.tt, F°ayet.te.v i 1·1e·: .N. C., sends
De.Leon , .. s.a ys he's not -a
iri' ·some 'material.
humorist, btit I don't belie~e hiµ1.
..
Adelbert Haye~, Cli~~on, ~nd. ,. sends in a _
. ·••. funny ·s tory.
.. ... ....
William deorgeddokray writes an .interesting
· ··ratter~ · a·b ouf sorrieth-ing.. new for OU_FLSECT.ION.
· · ·.. Conrad' 'Petei-"so1-i', '•Gurney; Wis. , sends in
an exciting story . .
Lawrence Ensinger, Marengo, Wis.~ shoots
· in some good jokes . . Watch for ~hem . .
Paul R. Beatty, Greenfield, Iowa, as . is
usua1, · sends in a fine letter. · He atso is
going to have something new for us . .. ·
LeRoy Tabbert; . Chi~agb·, ril. , . sends in a
....story. ·. Watch for . our ..iett.e r ., LeRoy . . .. . ..
·-· Elmef ·Hi11:-ari6t~er · famo~s Lo~~ Scou~-. -ob l ig~s ~it~ so~e good stuff~. Good for you,
Elmer. Do it again.
Robert Oliver Johnson, East Liverpool, Ohio,
sende in some jingles. We giggle foolishly.
George W.Cook, who is in the Forest Service in New Mexico, sent in a joke. We came
right back and asked for an account of his
-experiences. Do we get it, George?
"REMEMBER THE LOG BOOK"
•.

• '•H

•
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THIS IS THE BERRYING SEASON
By LAWRENC~_ENSINGER, Marengri, Wis~
Jim: I went blackberrying to~day.
Jam: You did?
Jim: Yes, I went to a colored funeral.

UR SECTION offers - a remarkable .opportunity for · those who ·are interested in the
Lone Scouts of America, though it is understood by all that --we an unrestricted amateur
paper and· not . a .. Lone Scout ''tribe paper"
operating contrary · to or. in sympathy with
the much-talked-of . -"charter." It is mer·eiy
that we have many Lone Scout readers, and
being Lone Scouts ourse.lves, we aim to
please those of • our ~ subscribers who are
Lone Scouts,by instituting this department.
The late olosi-ng .. date . of our forms (March
10th for the March -~ isstie .etc.) assures the
very ·latest news.
It is up to the Lone Scouts, then,to make
this feature a success . . Send in the very
latest news---and make it . short and snappy.
No long material accepted.

O

The Man · Behind the ,Gun
(Prize Award)
By All-Star President, DARRELL V. MARTIN C*
Homestead, Eenna.

-~-..- :. * --:-:.-

HE subject that

I _ have chosen _"to . write

T
upon is particularly familiar to
And
the more familiar BOY PARTNERS and I become
~e~

the more glad am I that I answered a little
ad in "Lone Scout" about a year ago· ·when
there· was nothing to.. our little magazine
but the embry~~ - - - -- Then came a reply . t ·o... · my inquiry. There
was so much tha-t ... was ... ·e arnest in the ..communication that I - reasoned with myself that
here was a man anxious to help boys_. ... Whe-n
the maga.zine : came along, it refl e·cted -the
same earnestness . . Then started our j oyouS"
correspondence~ , With each letter came the
heart and soul ·of ·a great man inspiring me
to teem with AMBITION. Fellows, .. it seems
like he's right -ith -.you---beside you. His
encouraging words ·, come as those from a
father----his advice : sincere and fruitbearing (for I know)~
Imagine a busy man like Senior Pal Lee
taking time to correct a story of seven
pages that I sent him, answering it with a
two-page letter, telling me how to rewrite
it, not because he _needed the story, but
because he wanted to .: help ME develop in my
chosen work o~ journalism.
Why is BOY PARTNERS so helpful?
It's becaus.e of "the - man behind the gun°
---Edward Edson Lee.
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Z 1,500 WANTED!
1,500
Z
** 1,500 boys to send me their name and **

*

*
**
*

R T N

I

*

Best illustrated. Articles by the
best: Lee, Jones, McBeath, Murrell,
Glover, Andrione, Barker, Henderson, Steigleman and others.

* *
* *

*

Hurry!

* *

*

*

Only 1,500 copies.

* *

* *

Best!

* *
* *

¥

*
*
*

*

50¢ THE YEAR

,

25¢ SIX MONTHS

* *
* *

DICK SELLS,

* *

Salisbury, North Carolina.

* * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * *

*

*
*
--------- --------Tip Top
*
*
*

The Canadian

*

Advertiser

Printing

lOr/, THE YEAR
ADLETS, 1/2¢
PER WORD.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.
WRITE FOR PRICES.

JOHN
COLE,
3 Turnbull Ave. , .
Quebec, Canada.

RUPERT HICKS,
Box 95,
Brent, Alabama.

R S

********** *********
: - - BOYS! ------'- :
** Subscribe to a real live Boys' •**

* *
* *
* *
* *

address on a card if they desire a
free copy of the SOUTHERN YOUTH.

e

*
**

paper, by boys and , for boys, a
paper that is the BOYS' FRIEND,
edited by G. G. Seagraves, who is
the editor of several other boys '
papers.
THE BOYS' FRIEND has a page of
Movie News each month, a feature
no other boys' paper has.
All
the stories are original. A good
aerial, "LEE CLAN," by G. G.. Seagraves, now running.
"SCIENTIFICAL BUG," a scientifical department,edited by Prof. M. Schrieber,
a well-known scientist, and other
features.
ADVERTISERS!
THE BOYS' FRIEND has a guaranteed
circulation
of
12,300 copies.
Rates: $10.00 per page; 75¢ per
inch; line rate, 10¢ per line;
_classified, . 2¢ per word.

*

*

Subscribe oow!
50¢ per year; 25¢
six months; single copies, 6¢. No
free samples to collectors.

*
*

THE
BOYS'
FRIEND
Box 1036 Athens, Georgia.

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

**

*

*

*
·*

********** *********
-------------------********** ********* .-------- -- ----------,

Z HUNTING & TRAPPING
** Boys ,you all like to hunt and trap, ·
* the same as other out-door recrea*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

tion. Then subscribe for HUNTERS &
TRAPPERS LIFE, a big 9xl2, 16-page
illustrated monthly magazine at 50¢
per year, - Trial,three months,10¢.
No matter what you have to sell,
you can sell it with a classified
ad, 1¢ per word.
Circulation,
3, 000- -and constantly growing. Good
clean reading--not too many ads.
Mr. Lee tells us our magazine is
one of the leaders. A good "swap"
medium. Write to-day.
If at all
dissatisfied, your money refunded.
HUNTERS & TRAPPERS LIFE,
Northup, Ohio.

:
**

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
********** *********

ILLUSTRATED

CHEMICAL---CATALOG
CYCLOPEDIA
Showing hundreds of products of
our manufacture sent to you upon
receipt of 5¢ in stamps. Organic
and chemical engineering laboratory sets, scientific apparatus,
etc., all listed.
THE CHEMICAL
EX_PERIMENTER magazine gives free,
a dozen teat tubes with each subscription. 75¢ a year.
Current
and next issue, 15¢.
SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS COMPANY,
Hosmead & Park Road,
Washington, D.C.

L------------------J
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* * *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ************

*
**

Walter Conley, Publisher.

**
*

*
**
**

*

PUBLISHERS, LONE SCOUT JUNIOR.

*
**

*
*
*

*
*

CONSOLIDATED PUBLISHING COMPANY

*
**

**
.*

1154, Demphle Ave.,

Dayton, Ohio.

Dear Partner:
It's out!

The 40-page Anniversary Number of LONE SCOUT JUNIOR.

You' 11

miss the best movie in town when you get your copy, so full of pep it is.
We know you'll like "Copper Dime" by Carl Haefka, a mystery story that
is bound to hold you to "The End."

When you read "Night Stunter" by Rona.Id .

·Barr you'll think you are flying above the clouds in a big~airplana, so
vividly has the author ·w ritten the story.
Everybody is interested in magic, and the boy who knows how to perform

**

a few snappy tricks is always popular.

**

his best tricks, and with a little practice you'll soon get the hang of

**
**
**

*
**

**
**

Olin Joslen has explained some of

Then tnere are more stories and articles by W; Emerson Reck, Dewey
Owens, Charles Hilan Craig, Elmer Marvin Weese, Charles Wright, Ray Farley,
Charles Merlin, etc.

And remember that tbese stories and articles are

the same length of those that appear in Lone Scout.
Send 5¢ for a copy of this issue, or subscribe:

25¢ the year; 10¢

four months.
With Doug Fairbanks' pep,

*

Walt Conley,

**

PUBLISHER.

*

**

**
*
**
*
"**
*
*
*
**
**
*
_*
**

*
*
*
*

**

*
*

them.

*
*
*
**

t*
>J

*

*
*

Established FebruaTJ/ 7, 1916.

*

*
*
*
*
*
**

*

*
**

**
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
·- *
·*
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HERE'S ANOTHER GOOD OFFER;
boys, _good _for a short time
The rate is 1¢ per word.
only. "How to Collect and
Sell Names" a business requ1r1ng no· capital other .thatl
I
· • roR SALE ·. _· .:· I ·I
MISCELLANEOUS
I writing pa-p er, envelopes and
J stamps. A dandy good way to
.
earn pin money,or make money
DE LUXE CARROM BOARD. COM~ PARTNERS! LEARN MAGIC. OUR for your tribe. Now while
plate with _cu~s, dice cup, dandy
book,
''250
Magic others are selling this in..:
dice, . :·:.te:r:i . pins, checkers, Tricks", only 10¢. Send for formation for 25¢, I' 11 send
carroms, sc~r~ card and book one to-day. Arthur P Lennon, ittoBoy Partner subscribe rs
of 57 games. : $11.~0 value. Box 207, Provo, Utah.
for only 10¢. Can anything
Will . sell .postpaid ·37,25, ____,~~- --- - --~-- - - - be fairer? Get it now,befor e
George: -~---. ~Fr.eds~n-,_ _.. Route 2, . ·_ OH, BOY! SOME FUNNY LETTER! _i t is too late. Terry Renna,
Duluth, ·Mipn_.
· You' 11 say so. Send them to 926 W. Oak St. , Taylor, Pa. ·l
------------· · your correspon dents. Barrels
--------~ -{
20 BOYS ~ ~OOKS, GOOP CONDI- · of fun. 5¢ each. Darrell V. LOOK, FELLOWS!
A PHOTO oi
tion, ·._.cheap ..·. . Wri.te .for Martin, 127 Seventeen th. Ave .. , . the house in which PrieatlY,
list. '·-~... Lawr"ence Dittmar, Homestead, 'Pa. -·
. . discovere d Oxygen, 10¢. 1d
Maaat~ch, Ill, .
- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - historic postcard views,25¢ :
BIG LUMINOUS PICTURE OF SKULL Vial of luminous paint. 35¢.
FOR SALE.: WIRELESS RECEIVING and crossbone s, 16¢.
3 for Photos printed:
1 5/8 x
eet. .- Li st, 2¢". ·· John Gr~ss; · 25¢. Fun?: - Oh, boy! Kenneth . 2 _l/2, _30 eta per dozen;
Humboldt, Te~_n . . .
Steele, Northumb erland, Pa. . 2 1/2 x 3 1/2,
35 eta per
dozen.
Chemicals and appaFOR S_ALE: .. 40 BOOKS, - _ALL_ IN LOOK! INVISIBLE INK.
ONLY ratus for sale. Send list
good shape. Write for list. 5¢ · the bottle.
. Vincent of your needs. - Formulas:
Book _of tricks, 10¢. Stamps Glorioso, Bunkie, La.
My giant noise powder, redsent :.on approval.
Mention
lights, greenligh ts, blueBoy Partners.
John Misick, HEY, 'FELLERS !
JUST WHAT .. lights, luminous paint, in~
Vanport, Pa~you' re looking {or. Get over visi bl~ ink, _rotten egg gas,
50 magazines , catalogs, cir- · 10 eta each;
3 for 25cts .. ·
"TWO PRESS CORRESPONDENCE AND ' Culare ·,· · offers - and propoai- . Prizes with
every order.·
journalis m book~, 50¢.
67 tions free for 3 months. I Kenneth
Stee1e,
Northdifferent . tribe . papers, 75¢: charge you for postage only umberland , Pa.
Spark gap,
wireless key, --10¢. The kind of a big
$1.00.
$35.00 Strongfo rt ·mail .you'll like. Full of CARD TRICKS!
AMAZE YOUR
phyaJcal -- couree., ;~1th illus- surprises . · Terry Renna, 926 friends! Be an expert. Our
tra:t .ed exerci aee, · 10 let tere · W. Oak St. , Taylor, Pa. ·
book is from the pen of Howard
of
instructi oi,
_includ98
Thurston, the man who kept
$5.00
dumb-bel ls, $20.00. INDIAN FIRE MAKING SETS, $1. . millions of people spellboun di
Chaz:les Fer_rara ,, 2138 Pierce _ Arrowheads, 25¢. Send 6¢ in Contains 96 pages and 4~
St., .-Detr~~ t? _Mich.
stamps for catalog on Indian illustrati ons.
Postpaid~ goods ,minerals and geologica l 25 cts.
Coin or stamps.;
BOYS_!-~.. FIR~f'. :.$1 ~.25 "MONEY specimens . Indiancra ft Pro~ Mention Boy Partners and wJ
ord~r gets . brand . new metal duction Co., 466 Connectic ut will include · a big mail f
canteen with _web carrying St. ,Buffalo, N.Y. Dept. 102~ Terry Renna, 925 W. Oak St. f
strap.
Adrian Puls, JackTaylor, Pa.
son,. Mo_. _
50 MOVIE FILM CLIPPINGS FROM
all over the world, and our ARROWHEADS, 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
A S~ALL, IN~XPENSIVE ADLET "Takealoo k" which enlarges Jake (Rip) Stallings , Route
under this (for s~le) clas~ the pictures 18 diameters , 1, Reidsvill e, N.C.
...
sificatio n _wili" help you turn for 85¢. 25 movie clippings ,
into cash, your old books, 10¢. Fun for old as well as SCOUTS! SEND FOR MY LIST OF
toys,
games, . magazines , young.
Arthur L. Tribk&, bargaini .free. · subscript iond
collectio ns, camp~ng equip- 824 North
Laramie Ave., to tribe papers free! Wallac~
ment. Try it in March.
Chicago, Ill.
Huibregts e, Oostburg, Wisc. ;

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

,---~---•-----., r--- ---•- ----,
L------~~-----.J L---- --• _____

_____ ___

B O Y

PRINTING! FINE WORK, REASONable prices.
Samples and
price list sent on request.
Oliver R.Phaneuf,58 Cohasset
St., Worcester, Mass.
AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN
and state to represent "The
Southern Youth."
Cash commission for ads and subs.
Dick Sells, Salisbury, .N.C.
·MONEY MAKERS FOR LIVE WIRES.
Send stamp for our catalog .
of opportunity booklets and
home study courses.
Cassisanian Advertising Agency,
· Red Lodge; Mont. ·
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;I
APPROVALS and PACKETS
·,
20 varieties unused Turkey, catalog $~.05, net 70¢.
4 varieties unused Russia, 135-i36-137-138, catalog
$3.75, net $1.10.
United States 10¢ 1847, a good copy, cat ~l ogs $25.00,
net $14.00.
RETURNABLE IF UNSATISFACTORY.
Approvals for reference. Give them a trial.
A premium with every purchase.

ROYAL

VANKIRK,

2527 Kingsbury Road, LA PORTE, · INDIANA.

I
I
I
I
I
I·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L---~-----·----------~-~~-~J
r--------~-----,

MANILA ENVELOPES, SIZe
6 3/4, 15¢. Ladwig's Supply FOR· A LIMITED TIME ·. YOU CAN
STAMPS
I
house, 112 A Russ Street, subscribe to "Chums," ·that I
big 8-page, 6 x 9 paper, for .L_.;.. ___ -. __
______ .J
San Francisco, California.
25¢ per year. Or advertise 100 ENVELOPES, 50¢. WILLIAM at 1/2 cent per word. The LIKE TRIANGULAR STAMPS? TO
Mckray,
150 Second St., Chums Publishing Co., Route introduce our- Sudden Service
Approvals we ' ll eend tri~
6, Muncy, Pa.
Passaic, New Jersey.
angular Fiume, set China ships~
COLLECT AND SELL NAMES AND MAGAZINES!! BACK NUMBERS OF large $1.00 United States
leading revenue, also packet 50 foraddresses in spare time. Big "Life,'' America's
millimetre
scale,
income. No canvassing. De- humorous magazine. Originally eign,
tailed information,10¢. Moss cost 15¢ per copy. Crammed- perforation gauge, ruler and
Company, 3509 Dearborn St., wi th jokes and cartoons. ·3 · bargain lists--for only 9¢f
bept. 34, Chicago, Ill.
copies for 25¢; 8 for 50¢, · Fennell Stamp Co. ,Department
postpaid.
Other magazines E,Fullerton Bldg. ,St. Louis,
tist free.
Ralph Missouri.
FORMULA FOR LUMINOUS PAINT, cheap.
25¢.
Bluing tablets, . 20¢. Alcorn, 319 North L St.,
LOOK! TO ALL APPLICANTS FOR
Henry Rombach, 233 N.Cherry, Tacoma, Wash.
dandy 50 per cent discount
Lancaster, Pa.
- - - - - - -- - - ----- - ·- - , SPECIAL!
DANDY
·TRIBE
approvals
;25 different stamps
SIX
papers, 10¢. Gilson Wright, mounted on approval sheet;
I
PUBLICATIONS
I 701 Center Street,Lima,Ohio. only 5¢. 50 different mounted
10 cts. Send to Joseph Mar~
"SNAPSHOTS"
BY cavage,Box 156,Gilberton,Pa.
PUBLISHED
TRIBUNE, A Philip
Mosher,
Vineyard
THE BLUE BIRD
scout monthly. Soon to start: Haven,Mass. ,has discontinued PANAMA 10 CENTESIMOS, 1909, .
Roger
"My Camping Trip With Edward publicatiDn. We thank those unused, 20 cts each.
Edson Lee." Sample copy,2¢. Partners who have tried to Rijfkogel, 309 W. 22nd St.,
New York, N.Y.
Franklyn Lee Smith,Route 29, help us succeed.
Beloit, Wisc.
"PET STOCK WORLD," ONE YEAR, FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE: OVEB
3?.
BOY PARTNER ADS PAY BIG.
40¢. Six months, 25¢. Ads, $300.00 value stamps.
$1.00 per inch. Classified, complete sets. Some dealers'.
WANT 5,ooo · PARTNERS -TO SEND 2¢ per word~
Want printing
Writ~ to-day. supplies.
me 15¢ for trial subscription A quality magazine. Edited press. Send stamp. Augustus
monthly by Trick, Route 6, Muncy, Pa.
· to "The Jolly '· Boy." . Hayes and published
Whaley,Route 12,Sevierville, Henry · Baumann, LSD, LSB,
Mendota, Illinois.
STAMPS! NEAL LAUB, CHAPMAN.NEB.
Tennessee.
50
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: "The ·.GreUtest
·Deal,irr:Amate~T f<iurnrili;m Z. f·· Quality Printing · I.
*·.
.·- ·-· - ~-.. . ..;,···-- - * I
. - - - - -.- ·- ·. I
*
The BOYS' CHUM and the HOOSIER BOY have combined
* I
100 . LI;:1'TERHEADS
I
* with THE ELBEETEE MAGAZINE. You all know the sep- * I
, and
I.
* arate qualities of these three magazines. Imagine * I
100 ENVELOPES .
I
* the THREE in ONE. What a magazine!
* I
$ } 20
I
*
This
* ~. *

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
**

*
*
*
*
*
*

* I

year is going ~o be a wonder year for us.
We have s.ecured the services of the le~ding _ama*
teur write-rs in the country. · -· And . .we can't sit
sti 11 . when we . . think·. ·· of · ~ the stories they ... have . writ ten and are writing
the .magazine . . Man---··- - *
;y_ou ough_~ to ' read' t~e'm! . . . .
We ar_e .._just. sta.r ting -a . series of FEVERSWAMP
stories---golly, -~~"t ~hey a·r~ thrilling!
*
And shor ~ly v.:~ s~art Emerson's rip-snorting, bang*
up wester!] novelett'e--"Darkness of Deep Canyons.''
*
You remember "Gent~eman
Gene?"
He
appear_
s
.reg.
ularly on our pages,· and so does ''Pewee.'' ''Pip ·
and Bub'' wi 11 also entertain you.
Jack Gordon, Elmer Fish9r, Albert Trotter and
others have written stories for us. Elmer Weese
*
designs our covers. ·
*
Can you miss all this?---investigate!
And the
contests---there's one for every reader.
Single copies, 5¢.
One year, 50¢.

for ·

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

~UDSON HEIGHTS, NEW JERSEY.

*********
·*****************
*

: . CAN ·YOU BEAT IT·? :
*
* . 900 Per Cent Profit!
*
* profit applying monograms to

You can make 900%
cars, trunks, etc.,
'?Ti th our $2. 50 outfit. Just think! $2_5 . 00 profit
on an invesi~ent of · only $2.50. Write for particulars; or; better yet, send for your outfit.

*

*
**

Press,

cts Down!

*

That is all you have to pay
down when you send your
order for one of our 2 X 3
printing presses and complete outfit.
50¢ with
your orde!, then hand mailman $1.00 upon delivery
of press. Balance ($1.50) in two equal payments.
This makes the total cost only $3.00---and it's
a real - printing press ~nd brand new. We've sold
d6ze-ns - of the·m!··
...

* 50

*

*
*
*
*
**

** Printir~.g
*
*
*
*
*

1I
I
I

other printing.
for complete list.-

THE

MI~SOURI
PRESS,
Box 211,
JEFFERSON CITY, MO.
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*

Inspiration Publishing Company,

*

We

1· Write

,

* - ,.,..,AMP PHOTOS .
* 51

**

*
*
*

I
I

~

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

**
**
Cassisanian Advertising Agency,
*
RED LODGE, MONTANA.
*
**** * ******* *************

From your copy, 25 for
30¢ :
Large, 25 for 50¢, and
extra large, 25 for 75¢.
Your name on key check
with individual key ring,

20¢.

-

St amp for samples.
post cards answered.
THE

PIKE

No

STUDIO,

Waverly, Ohio.

------..------r------~-----,
Hey, . Fellows!
JUST WHAT YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR!
More than fifty magazines, postcards, catalogs, circulars, offers and propositions
FREE for three months.
I charge
you for
postage only---10¢.
The kind of a BIG MAIL
you'll like. Full of
great big surprises.
TERR y
RENN A,
926 W. Oak St.,
Taylor, Pa.

t
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